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ABSTRACT

Tabletop integral imaging display with a more realistic and immersive experience has always been a hot spot in
three-dimensional imaging technology, widely used in biomedical imaging and visualization to enhance medical
diagnosis. However, the traditional structural characteristics of integral imaging display inevitably introduce the
flipping effect outside the effective viewing angle. Here, a full-parallax tabletop integral imaging display without
the flipping effect based on space-multiplexed voxel screen and compound lens array is demonstrated, and two
holographic functional screens with different parameters are optically designed and fabricated. To eliminate the
flipping effect in the reconstruction process, the space-multiplexed voxel screen consisting of a projector array and
the holographic functional screen is presented to constrain light beams passing through the corresponding lens. To
greatly promote imaging quality within the viewing area, the aspherical structure of the compound lens is optimized
to balance the aberrations. It cooperates with the holographic functional screen to modulate the light field spatial
distribution. Compared with the simulation results, the distortion rate of the imaging display is reduced to less
than 9% from more than 30%. In the experiment, the floating high-quality reconstructed three-dimensional image
without the flipping effect can be observed with the correct 3D perception at 96° × 96° viewing angle, where 44,100
viewpoints are employed.
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1 Introduction

With the evolution of display technology and the diversity of lifestyles, two-dimensional (2D)
display is increasingly unable to meet people’s needs because of the inability to provide occlusion
relationships and depth information. Three-dimensional (3D) technology as a novel display method
has attracted widespread attention from both industry and academia [1–4]. Recently, many attempts
have been implemented to promote advanced imaging techniques [5–9]. Most 3D display technologies
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are based on binocular parallax [1], which may cause visual fatigue suffering from the convergence-
accommodation conflict. In addition, it is also difficult to achieve the correct 3D stereo perception
during the whole viewing angle. The holographic display is considered an ideal way to substitute the
current stereoscopic displays, and has the ability to regenerate the amplitude and phase of the real
scene [10]. This impressive method is ideal for application in the tabletop 3D display. However, the
large size and true color of holographic 3D images are still a challenge to be met in the near future due
to the limitation of the device. Volume displays can reconstruct full-parallax 3D display images by the
optical scanning method [11]. However, the occlusion effect is the existing problem due to the displayed
image being transparent. Therefore, the existing 3D display technology has various limitations.

Integral imaging (InIm) is generally considered to be the most promising ideal 3D display tech-
nology for the tabletop 3D biomedical imaging and visualization without extra accessory equipment,
which is based on the reconstruction of the propagating light rays with specific directions and
intensities to approximate original objects with natural depth cues [12–18]. Up to now, many efforts
have been implemented to visualize high-resolution of 3D medical data in InIm technique [19–23].
However, due to the limited viewing angle and incorrect parallax relationship caused by the flipping
effect, the full-parallax 3D display images with high quality are hard to carry out in the early stage of
InIm. As the primary inherent drawback of InIm, the flipping effect not only limits the viewing angle,
but also prevents the commercial application in medical imaging, because it leads to the improper
integration of the edge side of 3D images and reproduces the flipped images with incorrect parallax
relation [24].

To enhance the viewing angle while eliminating the flipping effect for 3D images with InIm,
various related efforts have been made in recent years. Among them, InIm based on auxiliary
equipment [25,26], InIm based on optical structure [27,28], InIm based on directional illumination [29–
31] or InIm based on novel optical arrangement [32,33], are remarkable. As the auxiliary equipment
is used most commonly, the eye-tracking device is widely used to expand the viewing angle, which
obtains the observer’s position and then generates the element image array (EIA) based on the tracking
information in proper positions. By taking advantage of an eye-tracking device, Park et al. proposed
a multi-viewer tracking InIm display system based on camera and light-emitting diodes for viewing
angle improvement [25]. Kim et al. proposed an adaptive image mapping method to remove image
discontinuity [26]. Unfortunately, the disadvantages of this device not only limited the number of
observers, but also required high-performance hardware and fast real-time response. Another way is to
optimize and modify the optical structure. Lee et al. used a mask to prevent the aliasing phenomenon,
thus the flipping effect was reduced and the viewing angle was increased [27]. However, the mechanical
movement of the mask was difficult and complex during the practical execution. Zhang et al. designed
and optimized a twice-imaging lens array that permits the different lights rays to pass only through
the corresponding lens unit to avoid the flipping effect [28], but the multi-structured lens would not
only greatly increase the difficulty of optical optimization, but also bring an enormous challenge to the
processing and manufacturing of the lens. Moreover, other InIm displays using directional illumination
were developed. Tolosa et al. used multi-Köhler illumination to provide the parallel pattern for
the element images to constrain the diffused angle [29]. Thus, the flipping image is eliminated.
Nevertheless, the viewing angle was limited. Yang et al. employed the directional time-sequential
backlight to implement time-multiplexed lens stitching [30]. However, the requirement of complex
mechanical structures with high refresh rate is an inherent primary drawback. Xing et al. employed a
dynamic tilted barrier array to provide 3D images with a complete 360° viewing zone [31]. Nonetheless,
the dynamic structural mechanism was bound to lead to the reduction of system stability. In addition,
the InIm displays with some novel optical structures are also discussed. Kim et al. proposed a curved
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lens array with tilted barriers to allow the light rays to pass through the correct lens [32], but the
complex mechanical structure reduces system stability. Another InIm display using a multiple-axis
telecentric relay system was developed to control the light rays propagation [33]. However, the display
luminance is reduced by the use of pinholes.

Here, a full-parallax tabletop InIm display without the flipping effect based on space-multiplexed
voxel screen and compound lens array is demonstrated, and two holographic functional screens
with different parameters are optically designed and fabricated. the space-multiplexed voxel screen
consisting of a projector array and holographic functional screen 1 (HFS 1) is presented to form a
series of voxel points instead of the traditional LCD panel, which emit light rays in different directions
and intensities only passing through the corresponding lens unit. To greatly promote the imaging
quality within the viewing area, the aspherical structure of the compound lens is optimized to balance
the aberrations, and cooperates with the holographic functional screen 2 (HFS 2) to modulate the
light field spatial distribution. Finally, experimental comparisons and system validations are carried
out. The reconstructed high-performance floating 3D display images can be observed with acceptable
resolution and right geometric occlusion at a 96°×96° viewing angle, where 44100 viewpoints are
presented.

2 Principle
2.1 Analysis of the Flipping Effect

The conventional structure of InIm display utilizes lens array and liquid crystal display (LCD)
panel to realize the 3D optical reconstruction of real object, as is depicted in Fig. 1a. Therein, the
elemental image array (EIA) is loaded on the LCD panel, and the lens array is used to image the pixel
information in the EIA on the LCD panel to the viewpoint plane. As shown in Fig. 1b, points An−1, An

and An+1 represent the pixels in the EIn−1, EIn and EIn+1, respectively. Ideally, the light rays from these
three points are refracted by the specific lenses, and then intersect in the reconstruction space point A’.
Therefore, the valid viewing angle of the full-parallax InIm display system can be reduced in Eq. (1).

w = 2 arctan
(

p
2g

)
(1)

where p represents the size of the elemental image (EI), and g represents the distance between the lens
array and LCD panel. However, due to traditional display backlights being mostly scattered light, the
light rays carrying the pixels information inevitably enter different lenses, to leading to flipped images.
As shown in Fig. 1b, the light rays emitting from An−1, An and An+1 are refracted by the different lenses,
and the flipped points B′ and C′ are reconstructed beyond the viewing angle, which have the incorrect
direction information compared with A′. This phenomenon is known as flipping effect [28]. Because
of the flipping effect, the reconstructed 3D scene with improper parallax relationship appears beyond
the valid viewing angle, which limits the viewing area and results in severe discomfort for the observers.

According to the above analysis, the reason for inducing the flipping effect is that the information
of the same viewpoint is refracted and imaged by adjacent lenses. Therefore, a novel InIm display
system composed of space-multiplexed voxel screen and compound lens array is demonstrated, as
shown in Fig. 1c. Similar to traditional InIm display, the proposed InIm display system also uses the
lens array to achieve viewpoints imaging to meet the demand for full-parallax display. Different from
the conventional InIm display, for the proposed InIm display system, on the one hand, the space-
multiplexed voxel screen instead of the traditional LCD panel is introduced to significantly improve
the capacity of spatial information. On the other hand, the high spatial resolution 3D image is observed
because the gap of compound lens array is eliminated by the holographic functional screen (HFS).
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Figure 1: (a) The structure of the InIm display system. (b) The flipping effect in the InIm display.
(c) The structure of the demonstrated InIm display system. (d) The optical path diagram

The HFS plays a vital role in recomposing the light rays, which is based on holographic printing
technology to expose sensitive materials [34,35]. The required spatial directivity is realized through an
orientated speckle pattern by diffraction [36]. When the laser is illuminating a diffusion plate of size a0

×b0, the speckle pattern is exposed on the photoresist plate behind the diffusion plate, which is recorded
at a distance z0. By the ultraviolet curing and splicing method, the repeated speckle patterns consist the
HFS. When the speckle pattern is illuminated by a light wave, it diffuses and limits the light in a solid
diffused angle ωhorizontal = a0/z0 and ωvertical = b0/z0. By controlling the speckle pattern of the HFS, the
exact diffused angle can be achieved. The fully random speckle structure is wavelength-independent
and without chromatic aberration, which guarantees high transmission efficiency [23]. Here, two
holographic function screens with different parameters are optically designed for the proposed InIm
display. Among them, the HFS 1 receives the pixel information loaded from the projector array and
forms a series of dense voxel points on the surface. As the length of EI is very small for a projecting
system, the light rays passing through the EI on the HFS 1 from a projector can be seen as parallel
beams. The number of light rays emitted from voxel pixels is equal to the number of projectors, and
the light rays propagating in different directions pass through different compound lenses for imaging,
respectively. Therefore, the flipping effect is eliminated by accurately controlling the refraction of light
beams with different viewpoints information. The HFS 2 combined compound lens array can not only
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modulate the light field distribution but also eliminate the gap of the lens. To prevent the flipping effect
and ensure high quality, the diffusion angle of each HFS should satisfy Eq. (2).

θ1 ≤ 2 arctan ((pitch − p)/2g)

θ2 ≥ 2 arctan ((pitch − p)/2d)
(2)

where the pitch represents the distance of the adjacent compound lenses, and the d represents the
distance between the compound lens array and the HFS 2. The configuration of the demonstrated
tabletop InIm display system is shown in Fig. 1c and the corresponding optical path diagram is shown
in Fig. 1d. Nine projectors are utilized to provide the coded 3D contents, each projector provides
the EIA of 70 × 70 viewpoint perspectives in the viewing angle of 32° × 32° through InIm display
system. By splicing and combining, the high-quality 3D display image with a 96° × 96° viewing angle
is perceived.

2.2 Coding Method for InIm Pickup and Reconstruction
The synthetic encoding mapping method based on backward ray-tracing technology is introduced

to render EIAs efficiently and accurately. For simplicity, this method with off-axis pickup is also
described by using three projectors in a two-dimensional case. The whole process is divided into two
parts. Firstly, the parallax images (PIs) are captured by the virtual camera array (CA) with the off-axis
pickup, as shown in Fig. 2a. Then, to guarantee the reconstructed 3D image with correct perception
and occlusion in the viewing area, the pixels of different PIs are mapped to the different EIAs based
on the geometric relationship to achieve accurate pixel mapping, as shown in Fig. 2b. According to
the pickup process, the interval of the adjacent cameras and the viewing angle of the camera in CA
are represented by dCA and ωCA, which can be expressed in Eq. (3).[

dCA

ωCA

]
=

[
(pitch × L)/rg
2 arctan (((N − 1) × pitch)/2L)

]
(3)

where N and pitch are the number and the length of the lens array in demonstrated InIm display,
respectively. L represents the distance between camera array and the compound lens array, and r
represents the resolution of each EI covered by the different lens, which is equal to the X ( the number
of cameras in each viewing area).

As shown in Fig. 2b, the PIs are captured by camera array, and the precise mapping relationship
is described. According to the geometrical relationship, the resolution R of each elemental image
in captured image array is the same as the number of the compound lens N of lens array, and the
resolution r of each elemental image in EIA is the same as the number of cameras X in each viewing
area. The ith row pixel of the nth column elemental image in PI is expressed as PIx(n,i). The light
ray emitted from this pixel intersects at the i′th column with that from the pixel of the n′th column
elemental image in EIA, which can be expressed as EIAx(n′,i′). Thus, the mathematical description of
mapping relationships can be presented in Eq. (4).

EIAx (n′, i′) = PIx (n, i) (4)

with{
n = X − i′ + 1
i = R − n′ + 1 (5)
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where n′ represents the value range from 1 to N, i′ represents the value range from 1 to r, and x is within
the range from A to I, respectively. According to the proposed coding mapping method, all pixels in
PIs are accurately mapped to EIAs.

Figure 2: The proposed InIm display based on pickup and code mapping. (a) The pickup process. (b)
The reconstruction process

2.3 Joint Optimization Mechanism of Holographic Functional Screen and the Compound Lens Array
Light through the compound lens array from the HFS 1 illuminates every point on the HFS 2,

which is shown in Fig. 3. The HFS 2 processes the necessary optical transformation to re-modulate the
distribution of the light rays in a specifically arranged geometry. The integral result of the output re-
distribution spatial angle Ωij is given in Eq. (6). The spatial angle formed by projector array contributes
to reconstructed 3D scenes without sharp boundaries between splicing viewing areas. Therefore, the
high-quality 3D reconstructed display image is perceived from the large viewing angle.
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Figure 3: The principle of light field modulation distribution of HFS 2

Ωij =
I∑

x=A

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

ωx
mn (6)

where the number of the compound lens array is N × M. By controlling the speckle pattern of the HFS,
the angular distributions of the light rays with the diffused angles ωA

mn, ωB
mn, . . . , and ωI

mn are achieved,
respectively.

Due to the large viewing angle, the imaging distortion caused by the lens aberrations cannot be
ignored. The lens aberrations decrease the convergence accuracy of the modulated light rays, which
will severely deteriorate the 3D display effect. Thus, to further improve image quality, the compound
lens consisting of three aspheric surfaces is designed to suppress the aberrations. The aspheric model
adopts the base of curvature and the conic constant, which can be deduced in Eq. (7).

z = cr2

1 + √
1 − (1 + k) c2r2

+ a2r2 + a4r4 + . . . (7)

where c represents the vertex curvature, r represents the radial coordinate, k represents the conic
constant and a2, a4 are the aspheric coefficients. The optimized structure and designed parameters
are achieved by balancing the aberrations, which can be seen in Fig. 4a. Without loss of generality,
we only take three projectors for analysis. As shown in Fig. 4b, field 1 and field 1′ represent the spot
diagram of projector B, field 2 and field 2′ represent the spot diagram of projector E, and field 3 and
field 3′ represent the spot diagram of projector H, respectively. Comparison of the designed compound
lens and the conventional single lens with the same focal length, the spot diagram of the designed
compound lens, which is optimized concerning the chief ray, is significantly improved. Combined with
Fig. 5, the modulation transfer function of the compound lens array is obviously promoted.
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Figure 4: (a) The optimized structure and parameters for the compound lens. (b) Comparison of spot
diagrams for the designed compound lens and the single lens

Figure 5: Comparison of the modulation transfer function for the optimized compound lens and the
traditional single lens

3 Simulation Analysis and Contrast Experiment

The demonstrated tabletop InIm display based on HFS and compound lens array provides
observers with large viewing angle above the table. When elemental images are observed through the
single lens array, serious distortion is perceived by the observer’s eye. Moreover, the spacing between
the lenses can seriously affect the quality of the reconstructed 3D image and the continuity of the
viewing, resulting in a deteriorating visual experience. At a given distance, the imaging distortion δ

can be calculated in Eq. (8).

δ = [(
S (x, y) − S

(
xI , yI

))
/S

(
xI , yI

)] × 100% (8)

with⎧⎨
⎩

S
(
xI , yI

) =
[(

xI
)2 + (

yI
)2

] 1
2

S (x, y) = [
(x)

2 + (y)
2
] 1

2

(9)

where (x, y) is the actual point and
(
xI , yI

)
is the ideal point.
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To rectify the displayed image, the imaging distortion at different distances is compared through
simulation experiments. Fig. 6a shows imaging distortion up to more than 30% at the boundary of
viewing areas for different display distances. However, the imaging distortion rate declined to less than
9% for the compound lens array with HFS 2 in the whole viewing area under the same parameters, as
shown in Fig. 6b. In our demonstrated InIm display system, the HFS 2 combined with the compound
lens array not only modulates the light field distribution, but also contributes to the correction of the
imaging distortion. In addition, the HFS 2 can eliminate the gap between the compound lens array to
obtain the continuous 3D display image.

Figure 6: Comparison of imaging distortion at different display distances. (a) The imaging distortion
for the conventional single lens array without HFS 2. (b) The imaging distortion for the compound
lens array with HFS 2

In the case of the other parameters, to assess the image quality of the reconstructed 3D display
image, a simulation method is employed to obtain different viewpoint images for two kinds of lens
array. In fact, the displayed image seen by the human eye is formed by stitching a series of pixels in
each lens unit. Therefore, the image results are calculated by simulating the actual viewing patterns of
the human eye. Therein, the structural similarity index measure (SSIM) is introduced to evaluate the
imaging quality. Due to the lens being rotationally symmetric, the central viewpoints of each imaging
area corresponding to the three projectors were selected for analysis. As shown in Fig. 7, the SSIM
value of the InIm with compound lens array is visibly higher than that with the single lens array,
which demonstrates that the InIm display with the compound lens array has higher similarity.

Fig. 8 shows the comparison of the traditional InIm display and the proposed InIm display. As
shown in Fig. 8a, severe distortion exists in the 3D image reconstructed by the traditional InIm display,
which leads to the deterioration of visual effects. However, by introducing the compound lens array and
HFS 2, the imaging distortion is corrected in the whole viewing angle and the quality of reconstructed
3D image is significantly improved, as shown in Fig. 8b. In addition, under the same conditions of
other parameters, compared experiments are carried out for the reconstructed 3D display based on
different lens array. As shown in Fig. 9, the conventional InIm display system based on single lens
array has blurred display images because of the aberration, while the proposed InIm display system
based on compound lens array can greatly improve the image quality by optimizing the aberration.
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Figure 7: Simulation of SSIM for different central viewpoints from different projectors of the 3D
objects. (a) Viewpoints captured from different angles. (b) Simulation results of the conventional InIm
display. (c) SSIM of the conventional InIm display system. (d) Simulation results of the proposed InIm
display. (e) SSIM of the proposed InIm display with compound lens array

Figure 8: (a) The observed discontinuous 3D image for the conventional single lens array without
HFS 2. (b) The observed clear 3D image with compound lens array and HFS 2

Figure 9: (a) The observed blurry 3D image for the conventional single lens array with HFS 2. (b) The
observed clear 3D image for the compound lens array with HFS 2
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4 Experimental Results

According to the demonstrated InIm display system, the EIAs are loaded and projected on the
HFS 1 by the corresponding projectors, and light rays emitted from the HFS 1 are redistributed by
the HFS 2 and the compound lens array. In order to minimize the aliasing between the constructed
viewpoint perspectives, the HFS 1 with 1° is specifically designed, which can ensure precise beamlet
imaging. Due to the gaps between the adjacent compound lens array being noticeable, the HFS 2 with
the diffusing angle of 5° is accepted. The projector array consisting of 9 projectors is used to provide
the content of the coded image, where the resolution of each projector is 3840 × 2160 (see Fig. 10).
To reconstruct the natural 3D perception, the largest number of viewpoints are necessary to realize
the high quality of full-parallax 3D image with smooth motion parallax in the whole viewing angle.
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed InIm display system, the specific parameters of tabletop
InIm display are listed in Table 1. The 3D display image with different shapes of objects is accurately
reconstructed by the proposed system, which has correct geometric occlusion and stereo vision.

Figure 10: 3D imaging display result captured with different angles

Table 1: The detail of tabletop InIm display system

Parameters Detail

Resolution of each projector 3840 × 2160
Number of a projector array 3 × 3
Viewpoints for each projector 70 × 70
The angle of the projector
placement

30°

Throw ratio of the projector 1.56
Brightness of the projector 2200 lumens
Number of the compound lens 55 × 31
Diameter of the compound lens 10 mm
Pitch of the compound lens array 12 mm
The diffusion angle of HFS 1 1° × 1°
The diffusion angle of HFS 2 5° × 5°

(Continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Parameters Detail

The distance between projector array and HFS 1 1000 mm
The distance between HFS 1 and the compound lens array 20 mm
The distance between the compound lens array and HFS 2 200 mm

The enhanced viewing angle InIm display system without the flipping effect has important
application potential in various fields, especially in medical diagnosis and biological education. Fig. 11
shows the display images captured from different angles. Figs. 11a and 11b show the reconstructed 3D
display images of the human lung and human heart and sternum, respectively. It is experimentally
verified that the reconstructed high-quality 3D display image with a clear depth of 20 cm and correct
spatial occlusion relation can be observed at the 96° × 96° viewing angle.

Figure 11: The image captured from different angles. (a) The 3D display images of human lung. (b)
The 3D display images of human heart and sternum
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5 Conclusion

The tabletop InIm display technology is generally difficult to implement the high-quality 3D
imaging display with high spatial bandwidth product and large viewing angle. Here, a novel flipping-
free tabletop InIm display with enhanced viewing angle based on compound lens array and space-
multiplexed voxel screen is demonstrated, and two holographic functional screens with different
parameters are optically designed and fabricated. The space-multiplexed voxel screen consisting of
a projector array and HFS 1 is presented to form a series of voxel points, which emit light rays
in different directions and intensities only passing through the corresponding lens unit. To greatly
promote the imaging quality within the viewing area, the aspherical structure of the compound lens
is optimized to balance the aberrations, and cooperates with HFS 2 to modulate the light field spatial
distribution. In the experiment, the reconstructed high-performance floating 3D display images can
be observed with acceptable resolution and the right geometric occlusion at a 96° × 96° viewing angle.
With the increasing development of science and technology and the growing demand for people’s
materialization, the combination of InIm display technology and tabletop display is an urgent need
in the information age. The novel tabletop InIm true 3D display will shine in the important fields of
medical diagnosis, military simulation and education training in the future.
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